
 EXACT SIZE (fitting outside of a recess)

RECESS SIZE (fitting inside a recess)

USE A METAL TAPE TO ENSURE THAT YOUR 
MEASUREMENTS ARE AS ACCURATE AS POSSIBLE 

pencil metal measuring tape paper 

Simple Measuring Guide
For video guides visit: www.yourblindsdirect.co.uk

This guide will help you measure for regular
window openings. If you have any obstructions
or an irregular window then please
contact us for further advice.

Please be as accurate as possible when measuring,
it’s always best to measure twice, to avoid mistakes.
If you ordered a sample from us you can use the
sample card to write your measurements on.

The first thing to decide is if your blind is going to
be fitted inside a recess or outside a recess.

If you are fitting a single blind inside a recess, then we
would always advise that you choose Recess Size and
allow us to make the neccessary tollerances.

When using Recess Size we do all the calulations for you, you just need to
measure the opening of your recess.

While the depth of each blind type will vary, as long as your recess is around
90mm deep this should allow enough room.

Measure in the 2 locations for width and drop, as shown in the diagram. 
Ensure that you allow for enough overhang either side,
depending on your needs (we suggest adding at least 35mm each side).

Try to be as accurate as possible, don’t round up or down.

If the blind type requires a ‘Fixing Height’ then
measure from the top of where you plan to fix the blind to the floor.

When manuWhen manufacturing for Exact size we don’t change anything.
The size you request is the size you will receive, the sizes are measured
at the widest and longest sections of the blind.

When using Exact Size we will not make any adjustments to the size you
have requested. Please see specific tips on the next page to help you
when ordering using Blind Size.

Blind Size is generally used when fitting to the outside of a recess, fitting
two or more blinds inside the same recess or when you require the blind
to be a certain size.

HOW TO MEASURE:

Measure in the 3 locations for width and drop, as shown in the diagram.
Write down the smallest measurement to ensure it will fit.

Try to be as accurate as possible, don’t round up or down.

If the blind type requires a ‘Fixing Height’ then
measure from the top of the recess to the floor.

When manufacturing for Recess size we automatically remove
a smalla small tollerance to make it fit your recess the best way possible.

HOW TO MEASURE:

If you are unsure about any of the steps or need a further guidance on how to measure your window area,
then please contact our customer support team at 0800 029 1678 or email us at support@yourblindsdirect.co.uk
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When using Recess Size we would remove 10mm off the width and 10mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the top of the headrail to the lower edge of the fabric (when fitted).
The exact width is measured from either edge of the fabric.
When fitted, the fabric is designed to either hang freely or rest slightly on a surface. 

Roman blinds (Inc. motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 12mm off the width and 0mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the headrail. (the fascia cover will be slightly wider)
The exact drop is measured from the top of the headrail to the bottom of the bottom bar (when fitted)
When fitted, the bottom bar can either hang freely or rest on a surface.
The faux wood slats are the same width as the headrail.

Faux Wooden Venetian blinds (Inc. motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 12mm off the width and 10mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the headrail.
The exact drop is measured from the top of the headrail to the bottom of the bottom bar (when fitted)
When fitted, the bottom bar can either hang freely or rest on a surface.
The aluminium slats are the same width as the headrail.

25mm Aluminium Venetian blinds

When using Recess Size we would remove 12mm off the width and 10mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the headrail.
The exact drop is measured from the top of the headrail to the bottom of the fabric slats (when fitted)
When fitted, the bottom of the fabric slats should not touch any surface.
If measuring for Allusion with 80 mm Facia, you wil require a depth of at least 205mm. 

Vertical/Allusion blinds (all)

When using Recess Size we would remove 5mm off the width and 10mm from the drop.
The bottom bar must not touch any surface when the blind is down, to allow the fabric to hang freely.
At the stated drop the blinds fabric will align to the closed position.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the cassette.
The fabric is 40mm smaller overall than the blind size width. 

Vision blinds (inc.motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 5mm off the width and 10mm from the drop.
The bottom bar must not touch any surface when the blind is down, to allow the fabric to hang freely.
At the stated drop the blinds fabric will align to the closed position.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the fascia.
The fabric is 40mm smaller overall than the blind size width. 

Senses Mirage blinds (inc.motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 5mm off the width and 0mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the fascia.
The fabric is 40mm smaller overall than the blind size width. 

Senses Roller blinds (inc.motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 5mm off the width and 0mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured from the outer edges of the cassette.
The fabric is 39mm smaller overall than the blind size width. 

Roller blinds with cassette (inc.motorised)

When using Recess Size we would remove 5mm off the width and 0mm from the drop.
The exact width is measured between the outside of each bracket (when fitted)
The fabric is 35mm smaller overall than the blind size width. 

Roller blinds without a cassette (inc.motorised)

Below are a set of guides that will tell you about the tollerances we make when using Recess Size.
You will need to be fully aware of these when ordering using Exact Size.

Specific Measuring Guidance
For video guides visit: www.yourblindsdirect.co.uk
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